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CHAPTER I .  INTRODUCTION AND THEORY 
The Neutron 
The neutron is a nucléon and has a magnetic moment, and therefore 
interacts with matter via the nuclear and magnetic interactions. I t  
suff ices in thermal neutron scattering to view the neutron-nuclear inter­
action as a col l is ion between sol id spheres because the interaction is 
very short range (~10 cm) and very strong. The nuclear property of the 
neutron is useful in neutron scattering to determine posit ions and mot ions 
of nuclei in a sol id. The present work measures the nuclear interaction 
primari ly for use as a reference for bringing the measured magnetic inter­
action to an absolute scale. 
The focus here is upon the magnetic moment of the neutron and i ts 
interaction with a sol id. The neutron has no measurable net charge but 
possesses a magnetic dipole moment of -1.91 and a spin quantum number 
of where: 
= nuclear magneton = (1.1) 
P 
e = electronic charge 
u Planck's constant 
„ ,  ^ 
m^ = proton rest mass 
c = velocity of l ight in a vacuum. 
Neutrons scattered elast ical ly from a sol id produce a dif fract ion 
pattern. This pattern ref lects the symmetry of the sol id and is direct ly 
related to the atomic and magnetic structure of the sol id. 
2  
The Neutron Interaction with the Solid 
The atoms In sol id holmium form a hexagonal close packed (hep) 
structure characterized by latt ice parameters c and a (see Figure 1.1). 
Given the structure and these latt ice parameters one can calculate the 
separation distances between paral lel planes of atoms in the sol id and 
also the angle between non-paral lel planes of atoms. For example, for 
the hep structure the distance between planes is given by 
d 
t 
4 h^+hk+k^ a. f  
3 ""P P" 
2 
( 1 . 2 )  
where h, k and i  are integers cal led Mil ler indices. Each plane of atoms 
in the latt ice is Identi f ied by a set of these indices. See the Appendix 
for an explanation of reciprocal space. The angle between atomic planes 
(hi,ki , f i )  and (hg.kg.Zg) is given by 
cos<J) —-g —2 1 (1.3) 
[  (hi^+ki^+hiki+^^^1 ^  )  (hg^+kg^+hgkg+^pr^s^)]^ 
Let us now examine coherent elast ic scattering of a neutron beam 
from paral lel planes In a sol id (see Figure 1.2). Consider the neutron 
beam to be a plane wave with wavelength X. The wave ref lected from the 
upper plane Interferes constructively with the wave ref lected from the 
lower plane only i f  the fol lowing condit ion is satisf ied 
nX = 2dsln0 (Bragg's law). (1.4) 
Bragg's 1 aw gives the posit ions of the dif fract ion peaks but does 
not give any Information about the relat ive intensit ies of coherent ref lec­
t ions. These relat ive intensit ies wil l  be given by adding the phases of 
3  
Figure 1.1. hep Structure 
4  
the scattered radiat ion from each scattering center in the unit  cel l  for 
a given plane of atoms. Consider only the nuclear contr ibution here and 
write the structure factor as 
P ,hx ky Zz 
•^nuclear ~ "^coherent n ("~a~^~B~' '~c~)J (1-5) 
Crysol lographic 
Planes 
d Sin e 
Brogg's Law—» nX = 2dSin6 
Figure 1.2. Coherent elast ic scattering from a single crystal 
Incidwnl NtuUon 
/N / \  
^ = K ( K h ) - h  
Figure 1 . 3 .  Magnetic scattering of neutrons 
5  
where: (1) h,k,X define the plane being considered (see Appendix A); 
(2) xn, yn and zn are the posit ions of the scattering centers in 
the unit  cel l  (these are given in terms of a, b and c, the 
unit  cel l  translat ion vectors); 
(3) the sum is over the number of atoms in the unit  cel l ;  
(4) b^oherent the coherent nuclear scattering ampli tude. 
Upon mult iplying the structure factor by i ts complex conjugate one obtains 
f '  =' ' îoh. Gfiki  0-6) 
where is the geometrical structure factor and is dependent upon the 
type of structure the atoms form in the sol id. For example, for hep the 
structure factor obeys the fol lowing selection rules: 
h+2k = 3n and JL = even 4 
h+2k = 3n and I  = odd 0 
h+2k = 3n±l and £ = odd 3 
h+2k = 3n±l and Z = even 1 
A magnetic structure in the sol id can alter the nuclear dif fract ion 
pattern by introducing addit ional peaks in the pattern or by altering the 
intensit ies of exist ing nuclear peaks. Let 's examine the case of a ferro-
magnet where each latt ice site (atom) has the same magnetic moment and 
al l  moments are al igned (paral lel).  In this case the magnetic unit  cel l  
is the same as the chemical unit  cel l  and the magnetic ref lect ions wi l l  
appear superimposed upon the nuclear ref lect ions. Another classic struc­
ture to consider is the simple anti ferromagnet, where the moments on each 
6  
atom are of the same magnitude but the moment direct ion Is antiparal lel  
from one layer to the next in a certain crystal lographlc direct ion. The 
magnetic unit  cel l  is now twice as large as the chemical unit  cel l  
and "Super latt ice" magnetic ref lect ions wi l l  appear. Also certain 
nuclear peaks wi l l  have magnetic ref lect ions superimposed upon 
them. 
One structure which is very important for the interpretat ion of our 
measurements is the spiral spin structure. In this structure the moments 
form ferromagnetic sheets in the basal plane, with the moments in a given 
layer rotated by an angle, 1)^, with respect to the moments in the layer 
below i t  (see Figure 1.4). in this hel ical anti ferromagnetic structure 
the magnetic unit  cel l  is several t imes larger than the chemical unit  
cel l  and magnetic ref lect ions appear as satel l i tes about each nuclear 
ref lect ion. Because the moments l ie in the basal plane and the modulat ion 
is along the c axis of the spiral,  the magnetic satel l i tes appear, on 
either side of al l  nuclear peaks, in the [00&] direct ion (see Figure 2.6). 
Since the modulat ion is purely sinusoidal there is only one term in the 
Fourier transform from real space to reciprocal space and therefore only 
the f i rst order magnetic satel l i tes are present. As the basal plane 
moment increases, the periodicity of the spiral deviates from purely 
sinusoidal and higher order terms are present in the Fourier transform. 
These higher order terms appear as f i f th and seventh order satel l i tes in 
the dif fract ion pattern. 
Higher order mult!poles in the atomic form factor modulate the 
magnetic structure in such a way as to produce very weak third order 
satel l i tes in the neutron dif fract ion pattern. 
c axis 
Figure 1.4. Simple hel ical structure 
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The Neutron Interaction with the Magnetic Structure 
The formulation of the magnetic scattering ampli tude of the tr i -
posit ive holmium ion wi l l  be presented f i rst.  Then this holmium ion wi l l  
be placed in a simple, magnetic spiral structure and the result ing 
structure factor wi l l  be calculated. Final ly the magnetic structure 
factor wi l l  be calculated for the "bunched" spiral structure. 
Let us now formulate the neutron interaction with one ion. The cross 
section for elast ic coherent scattering is given by: 
f(6) is, in general,  a function of G, the scattering angle. Now 
^nuclear "  "b, (1-9 
where ^ is an experimental ly determined quanti ty and the minus sign is 
chosen to make an attract ive potential have a posit ive scattering 
ampli tude. Note that the nuclear scattering ampli tude is independent of 
scattering angle ( isotropic). 
The magnetic scattering ampli tude is given by 
l f ( e ) P  (1.7) 
where: 
f(ô) = fnuclear + ^magnetic = scattering ampli tude. ( 1 . 8 )  
f  
magnetic i r  = P(8) q-a, ( 1 . 1 0 )  
where: 
P(S) = Y roSf, ( 1 . 1 1 )  
9  
y = -I.9I for neutrons, 
ro = classical electron radius, 
S = angular momentum number of the atom, 
f  = atomic magnetic form factor (Fourier transform of the 
magnetization density); 
A 
K = unit  vector along the scattering vector (see Appendix A), 
A 
h = unit  vector in the direct ion of the ionic moment, 
a = 2s neutron Pauli  spin matrix, s = ^ (for neutrons). 
For unpolarized neutrons scattered coherently take the average of the 
fol lowing two processes: neutron spin paral lel to q and neutron spin 
antiparal lel  to q. Write the scattering ampli tude as 
magnetic interaction vector 
(see F igure 1 .3 ) ,  
( 1 . 1 2 )  
f  = -b+P(G) q Qq Qq = ±1 .  (1.13) 
The scattering cross section becomes 
(1.14) 
^  - = (-b-Pq)2, (1.15) 
and taking the average 
( 1 . 1 6 )  
1 0  
Therefore for unpolarized neutrons we can write the magnetic scattering 
length as a vector quanti ty 
? „ 3 g = p ( e ) 5  ( 1 . 1 7 )  
The magnetic scattering ampli tude wi l l  be calculated here using the 
ful ly relat ivist ic magnetic mult ipl ies calculated by Stassis, Deckman 
and Harmon^. The scattering ampli tude is given by 
P(8) = Yr^I ^ P^'(cosp) <aJMlT^Q"' iaJM> (1.18) 
where: k = 1,3, . . . , 2 j 6+1 (J6 = 3 for holmium's 4f shel l)  
P|^'(cos3) = derivative of a Legendre Polynomial,  
0 is the angle between the moment direct ion and the scattering 
vector, 
\o'^ is the m=o component of the magnetic mult ipole of order k 
k = 1 is a magnetic dipole, 
k = 3 is a magnetic octupole, etc, 
in this study the magnetic moment of the holmium ion is of interest 
Therefore I  wi l l  wri te the spin expl ici t ly in the expression for P(9), 
P(9) = Vr„S[E|-(^|^) i  P;^'(cosS)<aJM|T^g'^|aJM>] (1.19) ^ 
The quanti ty in the square brackets is now the magnetic form factor, 
f(6), which is normalized to 1 in the forward scattering direct ion. I t  
is this term upon which we wi l l  now focus our attention. 
The general matr ix element above can be related to tabulated reduced 
2 
matrix elements by a 3-j  symbol as 
] 1  
<0! J J M> = (-) J-M 
' J K J 
-M 0 M (a J I  la J ) kO ( 1 . 20 )  
where 
J K J 
- M O M  is a 3- j  Symbol, and (a J j ]o! J )  is tabulated^. 
The 3- j  Symbol is merely a symmetric representation of Clebsch-Gordan 
coeff icients. Because of the strong spin-orbit  interaction in rare earth 
metals one would expect that M=J ( for holmium J=8). The 3-j  symbols 
become^ 
'8 1 8 
"s 
-8 0 8 J53_ 
' 8 3 8  28 
1 
2 
-8 0 8, 969 
• 8 5 8l 104 
-8 0 8, 20,659 
[ 8 7 8  130 
[-8 0 8 66,861 
The derivatives of the Legendre Polynomials are 
Pi '  (cosp) = 1, 
2 (5 cosZg -  1) ,  P3 '  (cos3) 
Ps '  (coss) 
Pv'Ccoss) 
The form factor now can be expressed as 
(21 cos^g -  14 cos2g 1) ,  
(429 cos®3 L 495 cos^Q -1- I35 cos^g 
-  5) 
(1.21a) 
(1.21b) 
(1.21c) 
(1.21d) 
(1.22a) 
(1.22b) 
(1.22c) 
(1.22d) 
1 2  
f(0) = aTi"^ + b(5 cos^S -
+ c(21 cos^B -  14 cos^S + OTS m 
+ d(429 cos®S -  495 cos*8 + 135 cos^g -  5)X m 
where. 
3 — 
153 
=1 i 28 I i 
104 2 
8 J5_ J0,659_ 
= _2 1 4 130 
16 28 66,861 
and are short for (ckJl |T|^Q| |o! J) - So one can write 
f(6) = A + Bcos^B + Ccos^B + Dcos®3 
where, 
A = aT^"^ -  573"^+ cTg"^ -  5d^m ^ 
B = -  l4cT^'^ + ]35àTy'" ,  
C = 21c%m _ 49547?^ ,  
D = 429dT7'". 
(1.23) 
(1.24a) 
(1.24b) 
(1.24c) 
(1.24d) 
(1.25) 
(1.26a) 
(1.26b) 
(1.26c) 
(1.26d) 
In the above treatment the neutron beam is interacting with a single mag­
netic ion. Consider now an ion in a magnetic spiral structure 
1 3  
and make a transformation from 6, the angle between the moment and 
scattering vector, to (j),  the angle between the c axis and the scattering 
vector and the turn angle between moments of successive layers (see 
F igure  1 . 5 )  
cos3 = sin^ cos^i^. (1.27) 
The form factor becomes 
f(6) = A + Bsin^l j)  cos^^^ + Csin^^ cos^^^ 
+ Ds i  n® ^ cos® (j)^. ( 1 . 2 8 )  
Wr i  te 
cos=6, = + I  
' L 0 7 (1 .29a)  
cos^^L = ÏÏ  
cos(4f),) 
— 2 4- 2 cos(2j)|_) + 2 (1.29b) 
cos^i j)^ = [cos(6(|) |_) + 6 cos(4^|_) + 15 cos(2$L) + 10] (1.29c) 
and the form factor becomes, 
f(B) = I  Ban cos(2n(j) |) ,  
n=0 (1.30) 
where 
Bo = aTi"^ + b(|  sin^^ -1)1: m 
+ c(^ sin^l j)  -  7 sin^l j)  + 1)15 
+ sin^l j)  -  sin*^ + 135 sin^l j)  -  10)T, m 
(1.31a) 
1 4  
QO-(f> 
Basal 
Plane 
90-"A 
Figure 1.5. Transformation from g to p and Ù 
L 
1 5  
Bg = I  sin^O [sbTa"' + 7c(3 sin^l j)  -  2)Tk'" 
+ d[-^ (429) sin^l j)  -  495 sin®^ + 13511,^ (1.31b) 
I^ZlcTs"^ + d[|  (429) sin^l j)  -  kSS'jTy"] (1.31c) B. -  g s 
Eb =  ^  d sin^l) Ty^. ( l .31d) 
Zf 
Let us now consider the total scattering cross section 
^ = (vo)= f . ( e )  f  ( 8 )  
_J j '  
where 
the sum is over al l  atoms in the sol id, 
. . . .  . .  j th 
K is the scattering vector, 
f \(9) is the atomic form factor of the atom, 
(1.32) 
th Rj is the posit ion of the j  atom in the sol id, 
A 
K is the unit  vector along the scattering vector, 
Sj = |(e- ' ' l 'L m++ e'^L ft-) ,  (1.33) 
A ±  A , . A  A  .  ,  A , A . , , , ,  
m = m X I  m ,  m = unit  vectors along x and y in the basal plane X y ^ J y 
S = magnitude of the spin in the basal plane. 
Re-express the turn angle as 
^l_ = k^Rj ( l  .34) 
where ko is the wave vector of the magnetic spiral.  With writ ten as 
i t  is in equation (1.33) the sum over a and g may be expressed as 
1 6  
: = 
a,8 
^ S2(1 + cos:*) ' ^ 6 +  e  ' ^ 6  ( R j - R j  '  )  
+ e'kô(Rj+Rj')  + e-ikôtRj+Rj')  (1.35) 
The ( l  + cos^^l) term provides for the project ion of the basal plane 
moment onto the ref lect ing plane. The form factor can be rewrit ten 
f . ( e )  =  Z Bgn cos(2n k^R.) = 
J n=0 
2 + e" '  ^ "^oRj '  )  
n=0 2 
(1.36) 
and the total scattering cross section becomes 
S = (vr,)=s= E [z fen 
JJ L 
x | B 3 „  
2 
( e '2nk5Rj. + g-i2nkpRj.) .- IK • j  -Rj I  ^  '^d (Kj -^j  I  ) 
+ e i^o(^-Rj ')  + .  (1.37) 
Performing the mult ipl icat ion and the sum over al l  atoms in the volume 
yields 
— = (yr )^ S2(T) + cos^&) (2tt)SN 
dQ ' '  o 
^(k + Bi):  
0 T 
(^O + Ô (K:  -  r  ± k^) 
6 ( K  - r i 3 k ^ )  +  
5 ( K  -  T  ±  S k ^ )  +  5 ( k :  -  T  i  7 k ^ )  (1.38) 
where r  is a reciprocal latt ice vector and S(T) is the temperature 
dependent magnetic spin in the basal plane. 
From this formulation the form factors for the f i rst and third 
order satel l i tes are separated and easi ly calculated using the Stassis 
et al J tabulated mult I  poles. I t  is interesting to note the anisotropy 
that arises from the calculat ion (see Figure 1.6). The square of the 
form factor of the f i rst order satel l i te, (B^ + •^)^ normalized to 1 in 
the forward direct ion, is shown in the f igure. The average ij) form 
factor is obtained by averaging the sine functions between 0 and 2 .  
Note that the calculated third, f i f th and seventh order satel l i tes 
are due to the higher order mult ipoles, Tg"^ and 7?^% which appear 
in the form factor.  This deviat ion from spherici ty of the magnetic moment 
gives r ise to a weak modulat ion of the spin spiral  structure. 
Now i f  the spiral structure deviates from purely sinusoidal and the 
moment's magnitude and direct ion "bunch" around the easy hexagonal axis 
(see Figure 1.7) an addit ional six fold modulat ion is introduced. This 
spiral modulat ion gives r ise to f i f th and seventh order satel l i tes of 
much greater intensity than those predicted by the ionic magnetization 
density aspherici ty. The turn angle of the spiral becomes modulated and 
can be writ ten 
V = 'Î ' l°  YS i  n 6(j) |_ + i  ^  cos .  (1.39) 
is the turn angle of the purely sinusoidal spiral and is measured 
relat ive to the hard hexagonal axis. The second term on the r ight hand 
side of equation (1.39) describes the moment direct ion modulat ion 
(modulat ion of turn angle) whereas the third term is imaginary 
18 
.00 
.75 
<#> = 0 
.50 
<f)' "overage 
.25 
.3 5 .7 .8 .6 0 2 
Figure 1.6. First order form factor asymmetry 
19 
Figure 1 . 7 .  "Bunched" moments 
20 
and describes the moment magnitude modulation. Now e'^L (becomes 
ei l^L = e't lL" [e'V sin 6»L°][e- ^ . (1.40) 
One can expand 
2 
e ^ =  1  +  X +  ^ +  . . . ~ 1  +  X ,  f o r  s m a l  1  x .  ( l  . 4 1 )  
Therefore one can write 
e'^L = e'^L [1 + iy sin "  cos 6^^°] » (1.42) 
= e'^L° .  1 (Y + &) e-'A° + ^  (y -  ^ )  e'?^ .  (1.43) 
S i  nee 
sin X = -^ (e'* -  e"'*) and cos x = 1 (e'* + e"'*) .  { ].44) 
, o —> —• 
Let (P|_ = k^Rj and recall equation (1.33) to write 
Sj = "I (e'koRj {}, '* '  + eT'koRj m") 
-  ^  (Y + ^) (E^'^K^RJ + E'SKORJ M") 
+ ^ (Y -  ^ )  (e '  ^ ^O^j m"^ + e" '  m") ,  (1.45) 
The sum over a and B becomes 
= 5 SMIH- cos:(0[elt%(Rj-Rj') 
+ ')  + i  ( Y  +  ^ ) 2  ( e ' 5 k ^ ( R j - R j , )  +  e " '  
+ ^ (Y - ^)^ (EÎ7K^XRJ-RJ') + E"'7K^(RJ-RJI))] (1.46) 
21 
•T^ \ 
where here terms of the form e^' have been omitted because 
the modulations due to the form factor are neglected here and the 
e^' l<ô(Rj+Rj I  ) terms wil l  vanish upon summing over al l  the atoms in the 
solid. The total scattering cross section becomes 
= (yr )2 f2(0) s2(t) (2n)=^N (1 + cosSQ) 
dn 
X z 
r 
6(K - T ± I<q) + ^ (y + ^ (K: -  T ± Sk^) 
+ i  (Y '  6(K - T ± 7< ) (1.47) 
4 (i  o^ 
This theory predicts the existence of f i f th and seventh order 
satel l i tes and also predicts that the f i f th wil l  be larger than the 
seventh. 
22 
CHAPTER 11. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
The Spectrometer 
The measurements were performed at the 5 Megawatt Ames Laboratory 
Research Reactor using a double axis neutron diffractometer which is 
control led by a computer (see Figure 2.1). A neutron wavelength, 
of 1.05Â, with measured — contamination of 0.6%, was obtained from 
2 
the (311) plane of a beryl l ium monochromator crystal. This beam was 
coll imated to within 30 minutes of arc before incidence upon the sample 
table. The intensity of the incident beam was monitored by passing the 
beam through a low eff iciency f ission chamber. The neutrons 
reflected from the sample were counted in a high eff iciency 5 cm diameter 
by 35 cm cyl inder f i l led with BF3 gas at -g atmosphere. The wavelength 
and direction of the incident beam were measured by scanning the detector 
(26 scan) through the (111) and (200) peaks of NaCl powder on both sides 
of the incident beam direction (see Figure 2.2). The angular reproduci­
bi l i ty of the spectrometer is ±,01°. 
The Sample 
A boule containing three large, high purity (see Table 2.1) single 
crystals of metall ic holmium was prepared by B. Beaudry of Ames Lab. The 
boule was examined with neutrons to determine the crystal with the most 
favorable orientation, then this crystal was removed from the rest of 
the boule by spark cutt ing. This large single crystal was then oriented, 
to within ±2 minutes of arc. A sl ice from which the pi l lar used in the 
structure measurements was to be extracted, was removed by spark cutt ing. 
Several sl ices suitable for polarized neutron work were also removed. 
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Table 2.1. Purity Analysis 
Spark Source Mass Spectrometer 
Spark Source Mass Spectrometric Analysis-Sample # = HO-111174 
LI BE A o
 
-
P- B .02 NA .  6 MG <.05 AL .3 SI 1 P <.03 
S <2 CL 5 K 8 CA .2 Tl <.2 V <.02 CR 1 MN <1 
FE 30 CO <.06 NI 10 CU 10 ZN .2 GA <.05 GE <.3 AS A o
 
SE <. l  KR <.8 RB <.07 SR <.2 ZR <1 NB < 1  MO <1 RU <.6 
RH <. 1 PD <.2 AG <.03 CD <.06 IN <.03 SN <. 1 SB <.04 TE .2 
1  A
 
o
 
CS <.004 BA A o
 
CO
 
HF <2 TA 20 W 10 RE <.8 OS <.6 
IR <•3 PT <.4 AU .  1 HG <.2 TL <.l PB .6 Bl <.05 TH 2 
U <.2 
Rare Earth 1mpur i  t  ies 
SC .6 Y 8.9 LA 1.2 CE 1.2 PR 2.2 ND <2 SM < . 2  EU <.2 
GD 12 TB <•3 DY <.6 HO ER <3 TM <.2 YB <.2 LU .60 
Vacuum Fusion Results 
0 237(23) N 35(3) H 327(2) C 123(9) F 2 6 ( 3 )  FE 32(11) NI 11(4) CU 9(3) 
Wt ppm in parentheses 
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Intensity measurements performed with single crystals must be 
corrected for secondary extinction effects. In the case of holmium 
where the intensit ies of the various nuclear and magnetic diffraction 
peaks differ by several orders of magnitude, the correction for secondary 
extinction effects may introduce a considerable uncertainty in the 
calculated moments. Therefore rather than correcting for extinction we 
wil l  prepare the sample in such a way that secondary extinction is not a 
problem. 
Secondary extinction arises because the microscopic mosaic blocks 
(~1 OOOA on a side) which comprise a macroscopic single crystal are so 
well-oriented (small mosaic spread) with respect to one another that the 
neutron beam becomes appreciably attenuated as i t  passes through the 
sample — the stronger reflecting planes of the crystal attenuating the 
beam more than the weaker reflecting planes. This results in the volume 
of the sample not being uniformly bathed in the neutron beam in reflec­
tions from One plane of atoms relative to another plane. I f  one can 
make sure that even the strongest reflection is not being appreciably 
attenuated, then of course the weaker reflections are not being atten­
uated and sample volume effects can be el iminated from the data analysis. 
The attenuation effect on the neutron beam is decreased as the mosaic 
width of the sample is increased. An increase in mosaic width can be 
brought about by compression or by suddenly cooling the sample. The 
former process al lows for much greater control. 
The ful l  width at half maximum (FWHM = 2.36 x mosaic width) necessary 
for a sample of a given thickness (neutron path length) to be free of 
secondary extinction is calculated as fol lows. The sample is free of 
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extinction i f  
(2.1) 
where 
T] = mosaic width = 
2.36 
a = pr ,  (transmission), 
cos6 
Q. to 
s i  n9 
,  (reflection), ( 2 . 2 )  
a = (2.3) 
sin20 
X. is the neutron wavelength, t^ is the sample thickness, N^. is the number 
of unit cells per unit volume and is the structure factor of the 
particular reflection. Therefore the extinction free condit ion becomes 
FWHM > (2.16)4 ^ ^ ^c ^o ^ ( transmission case) (2.4) 
cos6 sin20 
The calculated value of the FWHM for the sample to be used in the struc­
ture measurements was 27 minutes of arc. The init ial FWHM of that sample 
sl ice was measured, by performing a G scan (sample rotation) in a beam 
of highly defined wavelength from the ( i l l )  plane of a perfect germanium 
monochrometer, and was determined to be 8 minutes of arc. The sample 
was then squeezed gently in a machinists vice and the FWHM of the (002) 
was remeasured. This process was repeated unti l  the FWHM of the (002) 
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was 30 minutes of arc. From this sl ice a pi l lar 1 mm x 1 mm x 1 cm 
was removed by spark cutt ing. The pi l lar was oriented so that the (hoi) 
crystal lographic plane was perpendicular to the long axis. 
This pi l lar was then examined at room temperature for secondary . 
extinction effects. To measure for extinction i t  is necessary to under­
stand the formulation of the structure factor in terms of the measured 
intensity. The structure factor (F^) is written 
CF^ = 4^ , (2.5) 
e 2 
where 
W = . (2.6) 
I  is the integrated reflectivity of the reflecting plane, C is a constant 
of normalization and B is related to the Debye temperature^ (Gg). 
From this we can write 
£n = 4n C-2B ^ .  (2.7) 
Therefore i f  one plots in 3S a function of ^ one should 
obtain a straight l ine which has a slope of -28 (see Figure 2.3). I f  the 
stronger (low sinBA) reflections fal l  below a straight l ine the sample 
suffers from extinction. When measuring for extinction effects no 
coll imation should be used between the sample and the detector as low 26 
reflections are being directly compared with high 26 reflections and any 
misalignment of the coll imation would cause non-uniform collection of the 
reflected neutrons. Extinction measurements were made both outside the 
o - (OOL) 
D - (HOO) 
A-(HOL) 
3.75 
3.50 
3.25 
M 
3.00 
?.75, 
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F igure 2.3 .  Ext inct ion p lo t  
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cryostat, for precise 6^ determination, and inside t l ie cryostat to 
closely simulate experimental condit ions. In both cases the pi l lar was 
mounted on a goniometer and centered on the sample table by watching the 
sample through a transit while rotating the sample table. The horizontal 
translation of the goniometer was adjusted unti l  the pi l lar did not 
translate while the sample table was rotating. 
The pi l lar was posit ioned vertically in the neutron beam by adjusting 
the goniometer height and the goniometer arcs unti l  the (002) and (002) 
reflections would both center vert ically in the detector simply by 
rotating the sample table by 180°. Each reflection measured was optimized 
vert ically in the counter using the arcs of the goniometer. Then a 6 
(sample table) scan was performed fol lowed by a 26 (detector) scan to 
determine the optimum angular posit ions of each reflection. These angular 
posit ions were optimized to within 0.02°. To measure the intensity of a 
given reflection a 6-29 scan was performed about the optimum angular 
posit ions. In the 0-26 scan the sample table half-angles with the 
detector and the sample is always in a posit ion to Bragg reflect. 
The integrated reflectivit ies of the (lOO), (200), (300), (400), 
(002), (004), (006), (008), (101), and (202) were measured and to within 
experimental error the results were consistent with negligible secondary 
extinction and a Debye temperature of 159±3K. 
The Magnetic Measurements 
The holmium sample was mounted in a cryostat which, in turn, was 
placed on a goniometer and the entire assembly mounted on the spectrometer 
sample table. The sample was posit ioned in the neutron beam using the 
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same methods described in the extinction measurement section. For the 
magnetic measurements a 20' coll imator was posit ioned between the sample 
and the detector, in order to be able to separate the magnetic satel l i tes 
from the nuclear peaks at lower temperatures (see Figure 2.4). The 
coll imator does not appreciably affect the magnetic measurements because 
al l  magnetic satel l i te reflections are normalized to their respective 
nuclear reflections, and these are relatively close to one another in 
detector angle (20). In measuring the (300) and (008) reflections the 
primary concern is angular posit ion rather than intensity and the 
coll imation allows much greater 29 posit ion resolution. 
The temperature of the sample was control led to within ±^°K by a 
Cu vs. constantan thermocouple above 50K and by a Cu vs. Au-Fe (3%) thermo­
couple below 50K. Control of the temperature was provided by a 
potentiometer set to balance the emf generated by the thermocouple at a 
given temperature. This balance was indicated on a null detector which 
switched the sample heater on and off as i t  passed through the zero point. 
Liquid nitrogen and l iquid helium were used to cool the sample. An 
electrical resistance heater was wound around a copper block, located 
between the sample and the inner l iquid container, to heat the sample 
above 6K and 77K (see Figure 2.5). 
At each temperature the fol lowing steps were made: 
l )  Center the (300) and (008) vert ically in the detector with the 
goniometer arcs to bring the (hoi) plane of the sample into coincidence 
with the scattering plane. 
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2) Double rock (8 scan then 0-26 scan) (300) and (008) to determine 
the latt ice constants a and c, and thereby determine the reciprocal 
space associated with the chemical unit cell .  
3) Perform a scan around the (101) in the [00&] direction, 
measuring the center of gravit ies of the ( lOl)^^ magnetic reflections to 
determine the magnetic periodicity (a computer program allows a scan to 
be made along any straight l ine in q space) (see Figure 2.6). 
4) Combine the reciprocal space and magnetic periodicity information 
to predict, with the use of the computer, the posit ions of magnetic 
satel l i tes and nuclear peaks. 
5) Measure, by G-26 scan centered around predicted centers, 
intensit ies of (lOO), (100)+, (101), (101)^, (002), and (002)^\ 
6) Analyze intensity by measuring the area above background, of the 
9-29 scan. The angular posit ion of the reflection was obtained by 
determining the center of gravity of the scan. 
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CHAPTER I I I .  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Transit ion Temperatures and the Magnetic Spiral 
Below 140K the (OOJî) plane was monitored between [OOO] and [001 ]  
in search of the (000)+^ magnetic satel l i te. Because this is such a 
strong reflection i t  provides a sensit ive indication of the formation of 
the magnetic spiral structure. At 132K the (OOO)^^ reflection was very 
weak and broad. At 131K this magnetic reflection had become clearly 
evident and i ts ful l  width at half maximum (FWHM) was equal to the FWHM 
observed for the nuclear reflections. Below 131«5 ± .5K the basal plane 
moment of holmium orders in a purely sinusoidal antiferromagnetic spiral 
with wave vector (2n divided by the periodicity) along the c axis. This 
is evidenced by the observations of only f irst order satel l i tes at ±kQ 
(see relation 1.34) around each nuclear reflection. The temperature 
dependence of several reflections is given in Figures 3-1, 32, and 3.3. 
Below 77K magnetic satel l i tes were observed around the (300), and 
other nuclear reflections at ±3kQ. These third order magnetic satel l i tes 
arise from the higher order mult ipoles in the ionic magnetization density. 
Below 5OK magnetic satel l i tes were observed between (OOO) and (002) 
at ±5'<o 3nd tykg. These f i f th and seventh order satel l i tes are evidence 
that the spiral structure deviates from a purely sinusoidal periodicity. 
Below 2OK an increase in intensit ies of the (100) and ( lOl) nuclear 
reflections is observed. The (002), however, showed no increase in 
intensity. These observations are characterist ic of a ferromagnetic 
component appearing along the c axis. This component reached i ts ful l  
value of 1.6 at 6K. 
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Temperature Variation of the Magnetic Periodicity 
The wave vector of the magnetic spiral is .279 (•^) at 131K and 
decreases monotonical ly to a value of .185 (^) at 22K (see Figure 3.4). 
Between 22K and 16K the wave vector decreases more sharply to a value,of 
.168 and remains constant as the temperature is decreased to 6K. The 
measurements were performed during warming as well as cooling of the 
sample and a sl ight hysteresis effect was observed around the Curie 
temperature. 
The temperature dependence of the wave vector shows several inf lec­
tions where the curvature of the function changes sign. These inflections 
occur, roughly, where the magnetic unit cell  is commensurate with 4, 5, 
and 6 t imes the chemical unit cell .  
Magnetostrict ion 
The temperature variation of the latt ice constants, determined from 
the measured (300) and (008) scattering angles, is given in Figure 3.5. 
Above I3IK the latt ice constants £ and c both decrease, c decreasing 
more rapidly than a, and the sample contracts. Between I3IK and 2OK the 
effects of magnetic ordering are apparent. The £ axis is stretched out 
at the expense of the a_ axis. Below 2OK _c and £ are constant. Below 
Tj^ the volume of the unit cell  decreases very slowly as the temperature 
is lowered, 
^ < M 
dT ÔT _ (see Figure 3.6). (3.1) 
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Magnetic Moments 
The magnetic moment is obtained from the measured magnetic, and 
corresponding nuclear, intensit ies (see equation 2.5) as fol lows. Write 
the square of the structure factor for the n^^ order satel l i tes as 
Ihk,)- '  u (3.2) 
where = 0.0725 and ( i  is the moment in the basal plane expressed in 
Bohr magnetons, f^ is the atomic magnetic form factor, ^ is the angle 
between the scattering vector and the _c axis and is the geometrical 
structure factor. Now 
p2 
(from the nuclear reflections), (3.3) 
nkZ 
therefore the magnetic moment can be expressed as 
n 
-  i  . (3.4) 
P/ (I + cos:*) fS 
The ferromagnetic component, observed along the c axis below T^, is 
analyzed as fol lows 
where q = sin(J), is the angle between the scattering vector and the 
moment (c axis in this case) and [j, is the component of the magnetic 
moment parallel to the c axis. Again substitute for and obtain 
^ -  p/ si.:* • 
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The form factor, f^, used in calculating these moments was 
obtained from the Koehler et al. HosO^ paramagnetic measurements^. 
This form factor, by the way, agreed very well with the Stassis-Deckman 
based form factor calculated elsewhere in the paper. In analyzing the 
data a value b = O.85 x 10"^^ cm for the coherent nuclear scattering 
amplitude was used. 
The magnitude of the moment giving rise to the f irst order satel l i te 
is shown as a function of temperature in Figure 3.7. The moment begins 
ordering in the basal plane at 131.5K. Below approximately 1OOK the 
(100)^^ magnetic moment becomes larger than the (101)^ moment which is 
ir. turn larger than the (002)^ moment, unti l  at 6K the (100)^ moment is 
0.4 p-g larger than the (002)- moment. Note also that through the Curie 
temperature the (100)^ moment drops from 9.8 to 9.3 (±0.1) and then 
D 
returns to 9.8 j jg. These observations below lOOK are consistent with 
the existence of a small ( . 4  at 6 K )  C axis moment which is modulated 
with the same periodicity as the basal plane moment. As the structure 
goes from the helical to the conical structure at T this c axis 
c — 
modulation is disturbed momentari ly. After passing through the trans­
formation the c axis modulation returns to i ts previous state and we 
have a ferromagnetic moment along the ç axis which oscil lates in 
magnitude (type of ferrimagnetism). 
Below 5OK the spiral begins to deviate from a purely sinusoidal 
periodicity, in each ferromagnetic layer the moments have a tendency to 
"bunch" around the easy hexagonal axis. This produces a six-fold 
modulation of the periodicity and gives r ise to f i f th and seventh order 
satel l i tes. I t  is also observed that the (OO&) f i f th order satel l i te 
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has approximately 2.5 t imes the structure factor that the seventh order 
satel l i te has. (This is also true of the (300) f i f th and seventh order 
satel l i tes.) This indicates that not only is the direction of the moment 
modulated but the magnitude of the moment is less along the hard hexagonal 
directions. 
i t  is seen in f igure (3.8) that the difference in 
the magnetic moment between the f i f th and seventh order satel l i te at 
T = 22K is Ap. = .28 |j.g. This value of= .03 and the relations 
H 5 = _ tis. 2 (Y + 4:) (3.7) 
and 
^ 7 = ^ (Y - •^) (3.8) 
show measured results to be consistent with y — .12 at 22K. This agrees 
with previous measurements by Pel cher et al.^ 
Below 2OK the magnetic unit cell  became commensurate with chemical 
unit cell  at = (^) Because of this the (OOO)^ and the (002)"^ 
reflections became superimposed and were not separable. Therefore in 
order to get an idea of the temperature dependence of the f i f th and 
seventh order satel l i tes throughout their whole range of existence a 
plot was made of the moment which would give r ise to the added intensit ies 
of the (OOO)^ and (002)"^. Because of this overlap of the f i f th and 
seventh order satel l i tes there is no way to know i f  the moment maqni tude 
modulation (•^) is present below the curie temperature. 
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Below 8OK the higher order mult ipole contribution to the magnetic 
moment becomes apparent as is evidenced by the appearance of the third 
order satel1i tes. 
Below 2OK the magnetic moment begins to r ise out of the basal plane 
forming a conical structure. The ferro-magnetic component reaches a 
value of 1.6 |a at 6K and the modulated component of the moment reaches 
3 
a value of 9.8 [ig at 6K. This gives a total moment of 9.95 ^g, very 
close to the saturated value of 10 j i  found in the free ion. 
P 
Magnetic Form Factor 
The magnetic form factor of the f irst order satel l i tes was measured 
at 77K and 6K (see Figure 3-9). The results are compared with the form 
factor calculated using the ful ly relativist ic magnetic mult ipoles 
tabulated by Stassis et al. '  The calculated form factor exhibits an 
asymmetry in the spiral structure which depends upon the angle {^) 
between the scattering vector and the c axis. The f irst order data is 
compared to an averaged form factor using <sin^"^ in the expressions 
for Ban (see equation 1.31). 
The data were f i t  to the calculated form factor using the least 
squares method. 
The third order satel l i tes are extremely weak being 10"^ to lOT^ 
of f irst order intensity. To make measurements of the third order 
satel l i tes, a sample, 158 t imes the volume of the pi l lar in size, was 
substituted for the pi l lar. This sample was free of secondary extinction 
for only the third order satel l i tes and the (300) f i f th and seventh order 
satel l i tes. Therefore the third order satel l i tes from the large sample 
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were related to the f irst order satel l i tes from the small sample via 
the (300) f i f th and seventh order satel l i tes in both samples. 
The third order form factor measurements were performed at T = 24K 
since at this temperature the (300)"^ was well-separated from the (302)"' '  
(and the (300)"^ from the (302)"^). The measured values are compared 
with the calculated form factor [X§S—l—âll ]  for (j) =  ^  (see Figure 3.10). 
For (j) = 0 the third order form factor is zero and the measured points 
were along (hoo) or close to i t .  
Note the anomalously high (lOO)"' '^ reflection. This reflection was 
stronger than predicted at al l  temperatures measured and fol lowed roughly 
the temperature dependence of the (300)^. A Renninger type of experi­
ment, where the sample is rotated about the scattering vector, was 
performed to determine i f  the added intensity was due to mult iple 
scattering effects. I t  was not. 
The temperature dependence of the (300)^ is shown in Figure 3.11. 
Between 3OK and 6OK no data are presented because the (300)^ were lost 
in the background and could not be separated from i t .  The temperature 
dependence of the third order satel l i tes measured here agrees qualitatively 
with the previous measurements^. 
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CHAPTER IV. DISCUSSION 
This present work has been a detailed study of the magnetic 
structure versus temperature of a high purity, single crystal of metall ic 
holmium. The results indicate that the Koehler et al.^ sample ^ 
represented most accurately the magnetic properties of pure holmium 
metal. Both Koehler's sample ^ and the sample used in this present work 
were prepared by Ames Laboratory and are of very high purity. A careful 
study has quite well-established that the third order satell i tes are due 
to the asphericity of the ionic magnetization density. This asphericity 
arises because of the contribution of higher order mult ipole terms to the 
atomic form factor. Some questions st i l l  remain, however, due to the 
anomalously large (100)"^ satel l i te. 
The f irst order form factor calculated using the Stassis et al. 
mult ipoles agreed very well with measurements made both in this experi­
ment and by Koehler et al. on HOg0^.^ I t  would be interesting to see i f  
the calculated asymmetry of the form factor would be supported by care­
ful measurement of several reflections along the [hOO] and [00^] 
directions respectively. I t  should also be noted that the form factor 
calculated here (Bo + ^)^, differs from Felcher's calculations, 
B_2 ^ (E^2 + •^-). The cross terms arise from considering expl icit ly the complex 
conjugate of basal plane moment. 
The f i f th and seventh order measurements showed good agreement with 
the measurements of Pel cher et al.^ except below the Curie temperature 
where in the present sample the magnetic unit cell  became commensurate 
with 6 t imes the chemical unit cell  (this was also the case with Koehler's 
B_ sample). Because f i f th and seventh order satell i tes become superimposed 
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when this happens any information about the moment magnitude modulation 
is lost. Therefore i t  is not possible to tel l  i f  raising the moment out 
of the basal plane changed the crystal f ield effects upon the structure. 
The magnetic periodicity showed changes of curvature at roughly h, 
5 and 6 t imes the chemical cel l  periodicity. This curve was highly 
reproducible upon repeated warming and cooling of the sample. The mag­
netic spiral structure is a result of crystal f ield effects on the 
moments in each layer being coupled to the crystal f ield effects on 
moments in adjacent layers via the indirect exchange interaction. This 
indirect exchange is mediated by the conduction electrons. These elec­
trons form Fermi surfaces which reflect the symmetry existing in the 
latt ice. The magnetic periodicity, while non-commensurate with the 
chemical unit cell ,  decreases the latt icr symmetry and the Fermi surface 
is distorted. When the magnetic periodicity becomes commensurate with an 
integer mult iple of the chemical unit cell  the latt ice symmetry is in­
creased and the Fermi surface becomes less distorted. The theory by 
g 
Ell iott and Wedgewood assuming a free electron (spherical) Fermi surface 
predicts the general slope of the magnetic periodicity temperature 
dependence. An examination of the change in sign of the curvature 
d^ Q 
as the magnetic periodicity becomes commensurate with an integer 
yF] 
multiple of the chemical periodicity could well lead to a greater under­
standing of the indirect exchange interaction between adjacent basal 
plane layers of atoms 
Of f inal interest are the observed differences in f irst order moment 
intensit ies between the [hOO] and [00£] directions (see Figure 3.7). This 
would seem to indicate an addit ional moment modulation along the c axis 
that would not be picked up by the (OO4) reflections. I t  fol lows from 
this that below ~ lOOK there is a small c axis modulation with the same 
periodicity as the basal plane modulation. 
The observance of an anomalously high (100)"^ satel l i te (see 
Figure 3.10) could be evidence that this £ axis modulation deviates from 
purely sinusoidal as was found in erbium by Habenschuss et al 
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APPENDIX A 
Reciprocal Space 
In real space the latt ice points in a crystal are given by 
Pmnp = + nS + pc 
where m, n and p are integers and a, b and c are basis vectors of the 
crystal latt ice (see Figure 1.1 for hep latt ice). Radiation incident 
upon the crystal with wave vector k (k = 2n/wavelength) is scattered in 
a different direction with wave vector k' .  Scattering from each point 
produces a phase change in the radiation given by e'^^ where Ak = k'-
and is called the scattering vector. When phases from al l  points add 
constructively (coherent scattering) a diffraction peak results. This 
occurs when 
T. e'^'^'  P = maximum, 
al l  points 
and this happens when 
Ak-a = 2 j j h ,  
Ak'b = 2nk, 
Ak 'C = 2 n i ,  
where h, k and i  are indices called mil ler indices. Therefore, one can 
define points in reciprocal space by vectors 
G = hA + kB + JlC, 
where 
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A = 2rT =r^ r; ;  B = 2n ;  C = 2TT 
a«bxc a.bxc a-bxc 
and A, B and C are the fundamental vectors of the reciprocal space. Note 
that G is a property of the crystal, with h, k and z defining planes of 
atoms normal to the scattering vector, whereas the observation of Ak is 
determined, in practice, by the spectrometer angles. The diffraction 
condit ion, Ak = G, in effect states that when the spectrometer posit ion 
coincides properly with the sample posit ion coherent scattering results. 
For elastic scattering Ak = G reduces to n\ = 2d sinQ (Bragg's law). 
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APPENDIX B 
Discussion of Magnetic Ordering Theory 
The magnetic structure of holmium is produced by the combined 
influences of the crystal f ield (and i ts anisotropy), the indirect 
exchange interaction and magnetoelastic interaction. The total 
Hamiltonian is written 
" = "ex + "c . f .  +  "me-
The indirect exchange is the interaction of one localized 4f moment 
with a neighboring 4f moment via the conduction electrons. The Hamiltonian 
can be expressed in the Heîsenberg form as^^ 
"ex ' 
where is the exchange interaction between moments 3. and " j j  
located at latt ice sites R. and R., and g is the Lande factor of moment 
' J J 
J. Under certain approximations the exchange interaction can be expressed 
as 
Jff i 'Rj)  ' W  L  |u(3)| :  x(5) e '5-(^i-Kj) ,  
where !U(q)l^ %(q] is a weighted response function^^ for the conduction 
electrons and depends upon the shape of the Fermi surface of the metal in 
12 
consideration. The wave vector, q, which maximizes the response function 
is the wave vector of the periodicity which stabil izes the magnetic 
structure. The exchange Hamiltonian written here is isotropic with respect 
to spin in real space but in actuality there are small effects^^ arising 
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from anîsotropy in 4f and conduction electron wave functions which give 
r ise to anisotropy in the indirect exchange interaction. 
The 4f electrons on each ion are situated in an inhomogeneous 
electrostatic potential arising from the other ions and conduction 
electrons in the solid. This potential gives r ise to a f ield known as 
the crystal f ield. The symmetry (anisotropy) of the crystal f ield is 
determined by the crystal lographic structure of the solid. 
The potential experienced by a single ion is due to i ts neighbors 
can be expanded in terms of spherical harmonics about the center of the 
test ion as fol lows 
V(r ,e , t)) = ^ Y/ (8,0) 
4,m 
where depend upon the distr ibution of neighboring charges around the 
test ion. This can be rewritten (via an angular momentum transformation) 
13 in a more convenient form. 
"cf. 
where: 
Q is the Stevens factor and reflects the anisotropy of the test I  
ion's charge distr ibution, 
<r^> are the expectation values of the radial 4f electrons, 
0^"^(J.) are operators equivalent to the corresponding spherical 
harmonics (same I  and m) but with argument J^, and 
instead of x, y and z. 
6 1  
The number of terms actually al lowed in this sum is determined by the 
point group symmetry of the site and the f( j0=3) electron orbitals. For 
hexagonal crystal structure these terms are'^ 
f - Bgo ^2° ^40 0^° + %o Og° + %6 • 
The f irst three terms relate to the crystal f ield anisotropy along the 
crystal lographic £ axis and the last term relates to the basal plane 
anisotropy. The signs and magnitudes of the coeff icients give the 
relative magnitudes and directions to various crystal f ield anisotropy 
terms. 
The EggOg^ term gives r ise to the bunching of the moments in the 
basal plane below 50 K in holmium. That the bunching dies away so quickly 
with increasing temperature can best be understood in l ight of the strong 
temperature dependence of Beg. The anisotropy coeff icient at temperature, 
15 T, is related to the same at T=0 by 
m(T) K,(T) 
K,(0) 
4(4+1) 
2 
m(0) 
where m(T) is the sublatt ice magnetic moment. Because the basal plane 
anisotropy has j0=6 whereas the leading axial anisotropy term has £=2 the 
basal plane anisotropy wil l  decrease with increasing temperature as 
mm 
m(0) 
21 
while the axial anisotropy decreases as m  
m(0) 
3 
.  This means that 
above a certain temperature, approximately 50 K for holmium, the six fold 
anisotropy has negligible influence on the magnetic ordering. As a result, 
the bunching effect vanishes while the moments are st i l l  constrained in the 
basal plane by the axial anisotropy. 
6 2  
Magnetostrict ion in a solid is a dimensional distort ion caused by 
the coupling of magnetic moments to the crystal latt ice. The Hamiltonian 
can be written very generally as^^ 
H = 
me 
aCc.f. aCex 
+ : + 
ÔÊjj %G;j 
where c. j  represents the strain present in the system. This is a 
phenomenological expression and in general the strain derivatives of the 
crystal f ield energy and exchange energy wil l  be treated as adjustable 
parameters. The number of terms appearing in the Hamiltonian wil l  depend 
upon the symmetry of the crystal structure. The symmetry selection here 
is similar to the symmetry selection of terms in the crystal f ield 
Hamiltonian, and as a result the ^ ^ power law'^ governs the tempera­
ture dependence of the magnetoelastic contribution to the total energy. 
The magnetoelastic energy and the planar crystal f ield anisotropy tend to 
stabil ize a ferromagnetic structure whereas the exchange interaction 
prefers the spiral antiferromagnetic structure.Because of the ^ ) 
power law, the planar crystal f ield anisotropy and the magnetoelastic 
energy r ise sharply with decreasing temperature at low temperatures, where­
as the exchange interaction varies less rapidly with temperature. These 
two tendencies compete as the temperature is decreased unti l ,  at 20 K in 
holmium, a ferromagnetic component is produced along the £ axis. This 
transit ion was reflected in the latt ice parameter measurements (see 
Figure 3.5). 
Evenson and Liu, '^ using a simple but general model for magneto­
str ict ion in a helical structure, showed that the temperature variation 
of the latt ice parameters was due to a "clamping" effect by the f irst few 
6 3  
layers of atoms closest to the surface of the sample volume. This 
clamping also gives more insight into the antiferromagnetic to ferro­
magnetic transformation. In the helical structure only a few atomic 
layers on the surface can respond to the magnetostrict ion and as a result 
there is no reduction of bulk free energy. With the introduction of a 
ferromagnetic component at each atomic site, the whole latt ice can respond 
to magnetostrict ion and because of a reduction in total free energy the 
ferromagnetic structure becomes stable. 
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